
 

A Tale by Jennifer Angus 

 

Those readers who have enjoyed Arthur Hemings’s memoir, Miss Florence and the Artists of 

Old Lyme,1 an account of his time spent at the Lyme Art Colony in its heyday, will be delighted 

to learn that a previously unpublished chapter has come to light. Heming began writing his 

manuscript in 1937, and completed it shortly before his death in 1940. It is unclear whether the 

chapter was removed by Heming himself, or was the decision of the publisher who may have felt 

it to be a little too “bohemian” for the time. There has also been suggestion that it may be the 

work of another of the colony’s artists attempting to pose as Heming. The text contains quotes 

from his book The Drama of the Forests, Romance and Adventure2 published in 1921, but 

otherwise is stylistically somewhat different than other chapters of the memoir. Despite its 

mysterious provenance, the writing provides new insight into life at the Lyme Art Colony and for 

that reason is printed in its entirety here. 

 

Silver Wings and Golden Scales; Or, An Evening of Metamorphosis at the Lyme Art Colony 

 

We were drawn to Miss Florence’s boardinghouse in Old Lyme, Connecticut, first by its 

proximity to the scenic countryside of pastoral and coastal views, and later by the fine company 

to be found there. (Figure _) As artists we wanted to capture the very essence of nature in all its 

wonder. While high drama is to be found in the theater, the greatest stage is to be discovered in 

nature. Here are enacted stories of birth, life, and death in a place of terrible beauty and 

sometimes stunning cruelty. For those of an artistic temperament, inspiration is to be found in the 
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dark and light of nature. For myself, it was in childhood that the first primitive spirit came 

whispering to me.3  

 

Since boyhood I was for ever [sic] wondering what is daily going on in the … forest? … not just 

this week, this month or this season, but what is actually occurring day by day, throughout the 

cycle of an entire year.4 It was that thought which fascinated me at such a young age, so it is no 

surprise that I should be filled with questions, wonder, and astonishment at an event which 

occurred while in residence at Miss Florence’s that I understand to happen once in seventeen 

years … the emergence of the Magic Cicadas! (Figure _) 

 

Now I take some liberty, for in fact these cicadas are rightly known as Magicicada, a genus 

of periodical cicadas native to Eastern North America. To those with a reverence for nature, what 

we experienced that summer was indeed magical. For a month we were serenaded by the 

cicadas’ chorus of golden scales. Numbering in the millions it was a symphony of sound, a 

constant cheery hum, or perhaps a cacophonous screech depending upon one’s perspective. 

(Figure _) We glimpsed silver wings catching the sunlight as the creatures took to the air, and 

then suddenly disappear within the trees.  

 

It is difficult to truly convey the magnificence of this experience because it was quite frankly 

otherworldly. I confess that as I observed cicada nymphs in the thousands emerge from below 

ground after their seventeen long years of confinement, a chill ran down my spine. (Figure _) 

The sheer number was overwhelming, and they moved like infantry soldiers as they marched en 

masse towards the trees.  
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Each day Willard Metcalf, a superb naturalist as well as artist, and myself went out walking to 

observe the changes and progress of the horde or brood as they are technically named. Like a 

snake, the cicada nymph must shed its skin (exuviae) in order to enter the next stage of life as a 

winged adult. We would find the molted skins still clinging to branches like ghosts or statues to a 

life past. We began to gather them since Metcalf had begun collecting natural specimens for a 

kind of cabinet of wonder he had started while living in France (See Figure _) The nymph skins 

would make a fine addition to a collection that already consisted of bird nests, eggs, butterflies, 

and moths. That said, their numbers far exceeded anything that Metcalf might have possibly fit 

within his cabinet. We were able to collect them by the bushel; yet we continued to gather them 

because they moved us. They were strangely poignant reminders of life in transition.  

 

So many did we collect that I remarked to Metcalf that they reminded me of popcorn for they 

were the size of a popped kernel and similarly crunchy, not that I ever ate one to test! Jokingly, I 

suggested we string them like a holiday popcorn chain, and that is how we came up with the idea 

to host a party at Miss Florence’s inspired by insects! This suggestion was met with general 

enthusiasm by the “Hot Air Club” (our name for the sociable group of artists who gathered on 

the boardinghouse porch for meals on warm days) who were always looking for an excuse for 

merriment. (Figure _) However, Miss Florence herself had to be coaxed. (Figure _) She allowed 

that butterflies were lovely and beetles often intriguing with their shiny armor, but confided that 

she found the cicadas quite repugnant. By this time, most of the nymphs had transformed into 

winged adults and happily serenaded us throughout the day. “I can’t walk outside without one 

getting caught in my hair and another dozen attaching themselves to my clothing!” she 
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exclaimed. And this was quite true. Not only were they ungainly flyers frequently batting us in 

the face, but as such they were easy prey for the local wildlife. It was not uncommon to see birds, 

frogs, turtles, and even dogs and cats in a gluttonous stupor with a wing casually dangling from 

their mouths. Quite an unappealing sight! 

 

“But just look at their beauty,” I cajoled, having placed my beekeeping netted helmet carefully 

over Miss Florence’s head as a means of protection. I walked her to a nearby tree, and we stood 

watching as from a nymph skin slowly emerged a pure white cicada. I knew from my earlier 

observations that in a matter of hours the cicada would harden, transforming to the familiar 

brown body with clear wings, but in this moment, it was a creature of ethereal beauty. Miss 

Florence seemed transfixed. “It’s a bit like Cinderella,” she observed. And indeed, so many 

insects go through a metamorphosis that is quite as magical as any fairy tale. I remarked to Miss 

Florence that fairies most often had wings not dissimilar from cicadas and other winged insects, 

and I believe that this romantic vision is what convinced her. (Figure _) Always one for a party, 

particularly a masquerade, it was simply the insect theme that had made her hesitate. As we 

returned to the house, I recited in a sing-song voice Vachel Lindsay’s popular poem: 

 

The Grasshopper, the grasshopper,  

I will explain to you:— 

He is the Brownies' racehorse, 

The fairies' Kangaroo.5 
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We set about plans for the party to be held in six weeks – a time when the roar of our insect 

inspiration would no longer be quite so deafening. It would be a masquerade, of course. That was 

the easy part because we desired to transform the house, and that would require significantly 

more thought. We were all excited about Metcalf’s cabinet of wonder, and it was decided that 

party guests would be invited to help create a Wunderkammer.6 An old hardware cabinet was 

located in a barn. The drawers were removed and distributed in advance to the invited guests 

with the following invitation: 

 

Come take up your Hats, and away let us haste 

To the Butterfly's Ball, and the Grasshopper's Feast. 

The Trumpeter, Gad-fly, has summon'd the Crew, 

And the Revels are now only waiting for you.7 

 

We encouraged the guests to consider the magic and wonder of insects as well as their 

industriousness, as observed in social insects such as ants and bees. (Figure _) The contents of 

the drawers were to reflect the most admirable six-legged world! So popular an activity did this 

become that many guests finished their drawer and started to create other cabinets of curiosity. 

(Figure _) They used old sewing spool cabinets, small valises, and Childe Hassam decided to use 

the glass dome from an old carriage clock that no longer kept time. This clock had sat in Miss 

Florence’s upstairs parlor for as long as anyone could remember with its hands stuck at a quarter 

past two. As this time was only correct twice a day, one of which was in the middle of the night, 

it was felt that the dome could be put to better purpose. Putting specimens beneath glass was a 

well-worn tradition from an earlier generation. I recall that within my grandfather’s library was a 
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collection of glass domes some of which held insects, small mammals, shells, and minerals. One 

contained several colourful birds positioned so as to appear as about to take flight. As a curious 

child I found it most perplexing that three birds, a North American blue bird, a purple-throated 

hummingbird from South America, and a European robin should congregate together so far from 

home. 

 

Hassam’s bell jar started a new wave of frenetic activity, for we realized that the glass of the jar 

reminded us all of the clear iridescent wings of the cicadas which swarmed our surroundings. 

More and more people started to construct delightful scenes under glass having removed earlier 

moth eaten (how appropriate!) taxidermized creations. All of the imaginative activity was 

inspiring although I began to wonder whether guests would be able to navigate the house with all 

these delicate objects. Ah well! Far be it for me to dampen the creative spirit.  

 

As the summer progressed, the cicadas, to use an entomological expression, began to drop like 

flies. Having sung their sweet song, mated and secreted their eggs, they expired. Metcalf, Harry 

Hoffman, and I began to scoop up the deceased, for we had a plan. Initially we had desired to 

transform the boardinghouse into a bee hive since it certainly was a hive activity but practically 

speaking this was quite impossible for any number of reasons. With the cicadas so plentiful we 

decided that we would mount them upon the wall in the entrance hall placing them in patterns 

reminiscent of wallpaper. (Figure _) The patterns brought order and control to the wildness and 

chaos the emergence of the periodical cicadas had brought to Old Lyme. Placed in this manner 

one could take the time to observe the lacelike wings of the creatures which serene in death 

could not possibly pose a threat to anyone suffering from entomophobia. 
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With plans underway for the transformation of the house we turned to the party’s menu! Miss 

Florence firmly put her foot down and said that insects would not be served in her establishment 

and further more even if we had dipped crickets in chocolate or cheese, the two things that make 

any food palatable, only the inebriated would likely partake. Thus, it was decided that the 

refreshments would simply be inspired by insects such as “grasshopper pie,” a delicious 

chocolate and mint concoction, small cakes with cicadas rendered in icing, butterfly-shaped 

biscuits and the like. My fellow artists were a bit disappointed but they cheered as we planned 

cocktails with insect names such as the June Bug, the Grasshopper, and the Barking Spider.  

 

While we had given up the notion of serving actual insects, Hoffman came up with the brilliant 

plan to create party favors for the guests. One afternoon the “Hot Air Club” was discussing all 

things insect when Metcalf remarked that he had seen ancient insects trapped in amber during a 

visit to the Museum of Natural History in New York City.  

 

“Imagine if a grasshopper was preserved in crabapple jelly, that’s how it appeared,” he casually 

said.  

 

“Preserves!” yelled Hoffman. “That’s it! Let’s preserve insects in jelly and hand them out as 

party favours.” 

 

Obsessed as we were about insects, and captivated by Metcalf’s description of the amber, sly 

glances were shared around the table followed by raucous laughter. “Yes!” we exclaimed in 
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unison. Miss Florence needn’t worry about her reputation. Insects would not be consumed on the 

premises as the jelly would be distributed for the guests to take home and they could decide for 

themselves if they dared try it. Over a long weekend in which Miss Florence had travelled to 

New York City to visit friends, we prepared dozens and dozens of jars of “royal jelly”8 preserves 

with some very reluctant assistance from the cook, “Barefoot Mary.” (Figure_) 

 

At last came the day of the party! The hall was adorned with the cicada wallpaper and our large 

cabinet of curiosities was prominently displayed for all to explore with the smaller ones 

distributed throughout the other rooms. In the front parlor the bell jars sparkled like the very 

cicada wings that had inspired them. In the dining room, the table was laden with food and 

beverage as well as a centerpiece inspired by a Dutch memento mori9 still life painting of edibles 

and insects. In the pantry and any other available space were stacked our party favours of insect 

preserves.  

 

We donned our costumes which ranged from the quite frightening – bees, wasps, grasshoppers, 

and even a stag beetle – to the enchanting. (Figure _) Women in butterfly and fairy-like costumes 

flitted about from room to room, colourful cocktails in hand as if they were sipping nectar from a 

flower. (Figure _) A popular gentlemen’s costume was the fly – simply by donning driving 

goggles they looked like bug-eyed creatures. There were several people in beekeeper outfits 

walking around with smokers used for subduing bees when extracting honey from hives. While 

the smoke from these devices created an even more theatrical ambience to the party, if that were 

possible, they were eventually abandoned as people coughed and spluttered.  
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The standout costume of the evening was worn by Miss Florence herself. In a cape embellished 

with real green metallic beetle wings, she presided over the festivities like the queen she was of 

our colony – a group of industrious artists rather than ants or bees! (Figure _) Like moths to the 

flame, every guest came forward to greet her, marveling at her costume as they admired mother 

nature’s sequins, aptly named jewel beetles. 

 

As the evening progressed the guests became bolder and more raucous. (Figure _) Someone 

banged out Rimsky-Korsakov’s “Flight of the Bumblebee”10 on the piano, and people buzzed 

and flitted about the house in a dance inspired by insect flight. As the party was winding down, 

Matilda Browne stood on a chair in the hallway tapping a wine glass. That brought us all to 

attention. She wore a lovely green silk dress, a fitted cap, goggles, and a fairy-like pair of wings.  

 

As silence fell Browne recited the words of Aesop’s fable, “The Grasshopper and the Ant:”  

The Ants were spending a fine winter’s day drying grain collected in the 

summertime. A Grasshopper, perishing with famine, passed by and earnestly 

begged for a little food. The Ants inquired of him, “Why did you not treasure up 

food during the summer?” He replied, “I had not leisure enough. I passed the days 

in singing.” They then said in derision: “If you were foolish enough to sing all the 

summer, you must dance supperless to bed in the winter.11 

 

“Are we ants or are we grasshoppers?” Browne exclaimed.  
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This was a fine philosophical question. In the fable, the grasshopper has traditionally represented 

the artist. The implication is that he is lazy and passing his time making merry while others, the 

ants, work hard in preparation for leaner times. Yet the grasshopper works full time to provide 

music which feeds the soul if not the belly. The majority of guests cried out “Grasshopper!” but 

some declared that there was a new hybrid species called an “ant-hopper” or a “grass-ant” that 

embodied characteristics of both species. Browne heard them out and then declared, “I am the 

Grasshopper. Art is a necessity of life!”  

 

And on that note, there was a final toast to insects and art, and the guests took their leave. Like a 

mayfly that lives but a single day, they had laughed, danced, and then faded into the black of the 

night. 
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